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Brief
As medical technology grows with each year, medical treatments are getting better and more advanced, which has
led to an increase in life expectancy rates that can be seen in numerous countries around the world. However,
even with advanced treatments and procedures, medical professionals are starting to look away from simple
treatment options and are actively looking towards prevention and stopping illnesses before they even become a
problem.
First generation sequencing technologies emerged in 1970s. In the 1980’s, the Human Genome Project was
launched and got underway in 1990 by the U.S. Government as an international scientific research project with the
end goal of mapping out all of the genes of the human genome to help the scientific community understand the
complexity of DNA. The benefit of mapping out the entire human genome was meant to provide scientists and
researchers with information that could be used in such fields as human evolution, biotechnology, molecular
medicine and more. When the project was completed in 2003, scientists saw that variations in certain gene
sequences could show signs of cancer, diabetes, Alzheimer’s, and many other diseases and disorders. This has led
to the rise of next-generation sequencing technology. That relies upon high performance computer hardware with
larger storage and analytical capabilities to deliver detailed DNA sequencing and screening information. Better
preventative care or treatment plans based on genetic information are prolonging lives and providing options to
prevent life-threatening diseases from developing or progressing. Medical professionals can offer treatment based
on specific patient DNA information that will minimize risks and maximize recovery rates.
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Because of the major benefits that this industry will have on global healthcare applications such as infectious
diseases, prenatal testing, idiopathic diseases, oncology and human leukocyte antigen for matching organ and
tissue donors, Grand View Research, Inc. has estimated that the global next generation sequencing market will
reach an expected $27.8 billion in annual revenue by 2022. The market was estimated at $2 billion in 2014, leading
many to believe that the next generation sequencing market will see exponential growth within the next 10 years.

Next Generation Sequencing Technology’s Challenges

The original Human Genome Project started its planning phase in the 1980’s and was declared complete in 2003 –
meaning that the largest problem that slowed down the project was computing power which was limited by the
technology available at the time. At the beginning of the project, processors were considerably slower than today’s
CPUs. Modern next generation sequencing systems are now being built with the height of CPU technology,
allowing for a complete DNA sequence (which is more than three billion DNA strands) to be mapped out in a single
week instead of the original 13 years that the Human Genome Project took. These DNA-sequencing machine
manufacturers were looking for highly reliable, customized embedded motherboards with powerful CPUs and
multiple critical features to fit their complex project needs. The level of personalized customer service, design
expertise, assistance from experienced engineering and sales teams were among crucial factors to consider.
Axiomtek was chosen by a world renowned DNA machine manufacturer to create a solution that helped ensure
them achieving the goals, advanced equipment that can map DNA sequences quickly and efficiently.
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Axiomtek’s Related Product Features
When the company first approached Axiomtek, their chief concern was processing power since next generation
sequencing machines require an enormous amount of CPU power to collect billions of pieces of DNA data. Taking
their needs into consideration, Axiomtek designed a single board computer that could support two high
performance 1.8 GHz Intel® Xeon® EN-2400 series CPUs. The Intel® Xeon® looked particularly impressive to the
next generation sequencing company because each CPU supports 8 cores- giving each board a total of 16 cores.
Additional features for the Intel® Xeon® include the Intel® Turbo Boost Technology, effectively “overclocking” the
CPU to increase the processor’s speed for heavy workloads. The Intel® Xeon® EN-2400 series also supports Intel®
Hyper-Threading Technology which enables each core to accomplish multiple tasks at the same time in order to
increase time efficiency. Furthermore, the customized board supports DDR3 unbuffered 256GB of memory for
increased computing needs.

Axiomtek’s Design-In Services
Since the company requested a single board computer (SBC) that was unlike any motherboard available at the time,
Axiomtek’s design-in services provided crucial help throughout the entire development process for the customer,
which resulted in a customized SBC that fit their application needs. Starting from initial planning, design, testing,
and validation to the ready-to-ship phase, Axiomtek’s design-in services offered key assistance in all facets of the
customization process to ensure that the final product worked reliably in mission critical environments. This meant
careful design and planning in order to produce an effective prototype for the customer that took into account a
variety of critical factors. Key elements such as processing speed, storage needs, OS driver integration were
carefully thought out while other refined details were also thoroughly planned and tested. Axiomtek was selected
because our teams offered customized and personalized services that went beyond expectations from conceptual
to deployment stage. Our custom motherboard met the complex and specific requirements, including two Intel®
Xeon® CPUs along with multiple LAN ports, SATA ports for extensive storage of DNA sequence information,
numerous USB ports, PCIe lanes and VGA connector and LVDS interface.
To ensure that our product was able to operate reliably in a variety of applications, the customer also opted to
utilize our thermal solution service to ensure the SBC had a successful thermal design to prevent failure in extreme
temperature conditions. The service included the proven thermal module, the customized thermal solution and
design support for customer, in order to ensure that our products were qualified to work in many different of
temperatures and environments.
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Going beyond physical services, our design-in services also provided the customers with software services,
including embedded OS development, software API utility and driver support, and BIOS customization. Specifically,
the next generation sequencing company utilized our BIOS customization service in order to personalize their
product’s boot up screen and requested that each board come pre-installed with and embedded version of
Windows OS in order to provide users with an easy to use interface.
In addition to offering a fully-customized design, Axiomtek’s design-in services are highly scalable. Customers can
choose level of involvement, i.e., semi-customized design services or micro-customized design services, which
scales down the amount of assistance Axiomtek provides for each project to meet varying degree of the needs for
assistance. This is made available for customers who desire to do most of their own designs or need help only for
specific areas, i.e., re-configuring minor changes on a motherboard.

Hardware
A wide variety of form factors are available to choose from. These boards range from small form factors with high
computing performance to larger form factors with low power consumption and great graphical display.
Our industrial-grade, compact form factors such as COM Express module, pico-ITX motherboard, nano-ITX
motherboard and 3.5” (CAPA) embedded boards support a variety of platforms including x86, RISC, etc. and are
able to withstand harsh operating conditions.
Mid-sized form factors such as mini-ITX motherboard, ATX motherboard or PICMG or system host board (SHB) are
preferred by systems integrators whose projects do not require compact form factors – These larger boards have
powerful socketed CPUs, great thermal performance as well as richer and greater flexibility for I/O
interfaces. Communication capabilities including wireless internet can be offered via PCI or PCIe lanes as well as
SIM slots to help the integrated device communicate with other devices or control centers – all in support of the
IoT concept.
Furthermore, while it was not necessary for the DNA-sequencing machine manufacturer, our embedded
motherboards have passed certification such as UL60601-1/EN60601-1, CE and FCC class B for use in medical
facilities.
Axiomtek’s design-in services, board and systems customization services and comprehensive product lines can
deliver a complete solution to our customers, providing them with personalized, world-class service and the best
customized embedded solution that can meet the many complex demands of systems integrators and medical
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device manufactures to shorten their time-to-market and deliver painless experience from the design to
deployment process. For more information on Axiomtek’s design-in services for boards and systems, please visit us
at www.axiomtek.com or email us at info@axiomtek.com.tw.

• 5th Generation Intel® Core™ i7/i5/i3 or Celeron® processor
(Broadwell) – High computing power and high graphics
performance combined with cool and efficient operation

• On-board 4 GB DDR3L (optional) and one SO-DIMM up to 8 GB
- high speed and large data read/write capability

• Rich I/O options with six USB 2.0 and two USB 3.0 ports, four
channels in and four channels out Digital I/O for connecting to

CEM881

multiple peripherals

• Integrated with new Intel® HD 6000 Graphics, CEM881 offers 3D
clear video HD, triple view, quick sync video, and ultra HD 4K
display. Three independent displays support through LVDS and
DDI (HDMI, DVI and DisplayPort)

• 5th generation Intel® Core™ i7/i5/i3 and Celeron® processors
(Broadwell) - High computing capability, great multitasking, and
low power consumption

• Intel® vPro™ technology and Intel® AMT 10.0 supported – the
hardware monitoring system makes the platform more reliable
with excellent security and management

• 18/24-bit single/dual channel LVDS and DisplayPort interface with
integrated Intel® HD graphics 6000 that delivers high-resolution

PICO880

Ultra HD 4K display support

• Two optional I/O boards, AX93275 and AX93276, as well as
RS-232/422/485, USB 3.0, HDMI, VGA and LAN ports for rich I/O
extensibility
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• 15.6" WXGA 300 nits display with projected capacitive touch
or 5-wire flat resistive touch

• EN 60601-1/CE/FCC class B certified with antimicrobial
plastic enclosure

• Fanless design with Intel® Celeron® processor J1900 quad
core (up to 2.42 GHz)

• Rugged IP65 front bezel and IPX1 full enclosure for system
MPC153-834

protection

• UL60601-1/EN EL60601-1, and CE certifications for use in the
medical industry

• 15” accurate multi-touch projected capacitive or 5-wire flat
resistive touchscreen technology with 400 nits brightness

• Low power consumption Intel® Atom™ processor D2550
(1.86GHz)

• Rugged IP65 rated front bezel and IPX1 full enclosure for
system protection

MPC152-832
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About Axiomtek Co., Ltd.
Axiomtek Co. Ltd. is one of the world's leading designers/manufacturers of PC-based industrial computer
products. From our roots as a turnkey systems integrator specializing in data acquisition and control systems,
Axiomtek has mirrored the PC evolution in various industries by shifting our focus toward the design and
manufacture of PC-based industrial automation solutions.
Axiomtek Co., Ltd. established in 1990, has more than 60 distributor partners globally. Axiomtek offers
Industrial PCs (IPC), Single Board Computers and System on Modules (slot CPU card, small form factor
embedded boards & SoM), Fanless & Rugged Embedded System (eBOX, tBOX and rBOX), Industrial Firewall
Platform, Industrial IoT Gateway Solution, EtherCAT Master Controller, Touch Panel Computers (TPC),
Medical PCs (MPC), Human Machine Interface (HMI), Digital Signage and Players (DS), Industrial Network and
Network Appliances (NA).
As an associate member of the Intel® Internet of Things Solutions Alliance, Axiomtek continuously develops
and delivers cutting edge solutions based on the latest Intel® platforms.
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